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collectible weapons and ammunition, plus a wide variety of
vehicles and tanks. become a guerrilla and fight for liberation
against the invaders. push off the board or hunker down in the
trenches. as a tank driver or a foot soldier. choose your battle
tactics and unit composition. scavenge, build, and reinforce your
forces. fully customizable to your gameplay style. play the way
you want to play. run, jump, and shoot your way through the
enemy ranks. a true multi-player experience. play online, or
battle it out in splitscreen with a friend. - fast-paced ww2 tactical
combat. - variety of weapons and vehicles. - full single-player
campaign. - full 4-player splitscreen co-op. - fully customizable
unit formation, tactics, and unit abilities. - over 60 missions. -
classic ww2 maps in both small and large scale. - 30 different
vehicles and tanks. - realistic battlefield physics. - online
multiplayer with ranked multiplayer. - play together with your
friends. - steam achievements. - leaderboards and stats. -
soundtrack by legendary composer marcus lehmann. save time
on grinding the xp, get the right equipment for missions and
achieve your goals. missions reward you with keys to unlock
special items. if you fail missions, you’ll lose all the keys you’ve
collected. judgment: apocalypse survival simulation is a survival
simulator game for the pc, that allows players to play as a
survivor of the apocalypse. you will be able to form a band and
play as that band while fighting off monsters, and trying to make
money to keep your band alive.
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on top of the near-perfect presentation and gameplay, suncrash
also pulls out all the stops when it comes to customisation and
content creation. players are given a freeform editing interface,
which allows them to create sims, pets, and even items for sale

in the in-game shop. the sims can be dressed, equipped with
pets, and taken out on a range of activities. pets can be fed,
grown, played with, and even trained. items for sale can be

crafted and sold. with so much work put in by the developer, it
would seem that suncrash has a lot more in store for the public

once the game is fully released. with its already impressive alpha
state, its unlikely suncrash will launch this title on steam with
any form of drm. weve gone to a lot of effort to describe how

polished it is, and in fact, theres no reason to lock it down. since
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its in alpha, though, we dont recommend buying the game
unless you want to play the alpha. if you do want to try the

alpha, you can do so for free. in summary, suncrash is really onto
something with this one, and you should see the finished

product. well, you should see the finished product when its
released. when will that be? when it is finished. judgment:
apocalypse survival simulation will be released on steam in

2017. as of right now, a release date hasnt been announced. in
the meantime, check out the alpha, and if youre feeling up to it,
make some contributions to the game and see what its like to
build a world following an apocalypse. judgment: apocalypse

survival simulation will be released on steam in 2017. as of right
now, a release date hasnt been announced. in the meantime,
check out the alpha, and if youre feeling up to it, make some

contributions to the game and see what its like to build a world
following an apocalypse.  5ec8ef588b
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